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Through the CIC Online Course Share Consortium, members improve student progress, expand programs, and generate new revenue, all while maintaining control of their curriculum. In partnership with CIC, Acadeum helps colleges and universities create partnerships with like-minded institutions. CIC's expansive shared online course catalog makes it easy to offer high-quality courses to enhance programs, fill seats, and find flexible solutions so students can stay on track for timely graduation.

Hear From Your CIC Peers

Drive Academic Innovation
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Support Student Progress

Create Process Efficiencies
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Are there minors, specializations or concentrations that you wish you could offer to help market your programs but can't justify staffing or piloting with internal resources?

How many independent studies are held per term? How are you managing independent studies - full-time faculty overloads? Adjuncts? What is the administrative burden? And student experience?

How many courses are being taught under-enrolled or not breaking even? Would you be able to consolidate and still maintain faculty teaching loads?

How many hours are you transferring in each fall/summer from courses students took somewhere else?

Are there particular subject areas that are hard to find and retain faculty?
Resources to Guide the Way

Learn how the University of Mount Union used course sharing to bring back summer enrollments

Read how the University of the Ozarks used course sharing to boost student progress in winter term

Discover how the University of St. Francis used course sharing to deliver curriculum more efficiently

Visit go.acadeum.com/cic_ocsc to learn more
Are there opportunities for professional certifications to be incorporated into programs at your institution?

Which departments or programs are most interested in engaging with employer content or acknowledging professional training?

Are there certain majors that are expensive and time-consuming to constantly update or keep relevant by way of learning labs, technology, or software tools?

Have there been conversations on campus to develop lifelong learning pathways, skills and competencies, and/or work-based learning?

Do you offer prior learning assessment or recognize credit from ACE or other alternative providers?
Learn how Eureka College is using course sharing to improve student job-readiness

Watch how Bay Path University is using course sharing to scale curricular relevancy

Discover how CIC institutions are using course sharing to boost academic innovation

Visit go.acadeum.com/cic_ocsc to learn more
OCSC
A tool to support student success and completion

What is your current retention rate? What is your retention goal?

What are the most common reasons a student does not return to your institution?

How many students end up on academic probation every term? How many step out?

How many students do you have that fall one or two courses short of graduating?

Do you have students who require some flexible solutions to keep them on track based on when your courses are sequenced? Or unable to attend on campus for certain semesters?
Resources to Guide the Way

Learn how Cornell College used course sharing to increase retention and on-time graduation

Discover how Benedict College used course sharing to keep students on the path to graduation

Watch how CIC institutions are using course sharing to support student progress

Visit go.acadeum.com/cic_ocsc to learn more